
Your Personal Angel of Wealth is Within

Your Reach on [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]]

Dear [[Forecast10]],

    I wanted to let you in on a very

special secret. [[Birthday:WW, MM

D]] was a truly spectacular day to be

born.

    Because on that [[BirthSeason]]

day, a [[Birthday:WW]], a miraculous

set of circumstances combined to make

you into the remarkable person you

are today.

"Live in fragments no longer. Only

connect..." - E.M. Forster

    Your [[AstrologyPerson]] nature

means that you find it easier than

most to get along with others. And

having the ability to connect with

others is one of the most important

skills of all.

    You're an especially giving and

generous person and this makes you

unique. Have you ever wondered how

you got that way? You inherited these

qualities because of when and where

you were born, because of the energy

and positions of the planets and moon

on that day - and, most importantly,

because of who was watching over you

for this heavenly event. 

On [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] a Heavenly Template Will Bring Prosperity Into

Your Life!

    We each have several angels surrounding us, but the most important are

our guardian angels who are present from the time of our birth. They're

there to help us find and follow our life's path.

    I can't tell you what these angels look like. They're all different.

Some people report that their angels are 10 feet tall. Others that they look

just like everyone else. It is often said that when angels are heard

singing, their beautiful high-pitched tones are more harmonious and sweet

than can ever be imagined.

    But what I can tell you [[Forecast10]] is that on [[Birthday:MM D]], an

Angel of Wealth welcomed you into the world. That heavenly spirit was
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assigned especially to you - to direct you, help you be bountiful and live

life to the fullest. Then, somewhere along life's winding path, this awesome

alliance was lost.

    Why did you lose this connection?

    Instead of taking care of yourself and thinking about yourself, you've

been concerned about everyone else. It's part of your [[AstrologyPerson]]

nature. But the good news is, because of this empathetic, sensitive part of

your personality, you also have the ability to channel the celestial world

of angels.

[[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] is the Time to Start Focusing on YOU!

    Would it make you happy to know that on a date in the very near future

in 2008, your life could blossom in greatness, free from financial worry and

filled with all the things that matter the most to you?

    The day has come to reunite with your Angel of Wealth who was watching

over you when you were born on [[Birthday:MM D]] from the heavenly sky, in

time for [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]]. NOW is the time to start thinking about

your own individual path and giving yourself the time you deserve!

The Flower of Life Celebrates the Interconnections of Life and Spirit in the

World

    [[Forecast10]] I want to help you make this vital reconnection to your

personal Angel of Wealth. That's why I'm so very excited to tell you about a

sacred symbol that energizes the core of our being and connects us to the

realm of the spirit, to the land where angels tread.

    The stunning Flower of Life medallion is a meditation tool made up of

endless interconnecting loops. Contained within this intricate pattern is
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every shape in the universe - the platonic solids. Throughout history these

shapes in this pattern have been revered as rich sources of unifying energy

- used to connect with the world of angels.

Discover the Blueprint to Living Abundantly, [[Forecast10]]

    Use this secret, precious angelic instrument to activate your personal

energy field, or "Chi", and prepare yourself to receive the blessings of

your personal angel. It won't be long before you become successful and start

to live the rich, vibrant life you were meant for.

    That is what I want for you, [[Forecast10]], and that's what I know you

can achieve with just the tiniest bit of effort!

The Flower of Life Medallion Will Connect You to a Higher Form of Guidance

    The Flower of Life medallion is THE secret template of the universe's

bounty. It's a talisman of connection. And it will reconnect you with your

Angel of Wealth who's been with you all along, though you may not have

known.

Use it to connect to your own personal angel.

Use it to better yourself and put yourself on a rich and

magnificent path.

Use it to reach your potential, find true wealth and

happiness, and become aware of life's unity.

Use it to feel like the unique and compelling person

that you are.

Wear This Secret Symbol and Connect to the Riches of the Spirit World

    When you tap into the Flower of Life's infinite power you'll become

aware of life's unity and become conscious that we are all one, united in

all things. As you stare into the beautiful and endless interconnections,

you'll begin to understand the ways that we are connected to the whole

universe.

    Indeed, all the riches and rewards of the universe are connected. It's

all out there in the world. The only thing that needs to be determined is

who gets what portion of it. [[Forecast10]], it's up to you to claim your

fair share.

Realize Your Dreams of Wealth and Oneness, [[Forecast10]]

    Once you learn how to use and meditate with your Flower of Life

medallion, you'll find your boundless inner strength and open yourself up

for guidance from the angels.

    The angels are sent from the heavens to watch over us, to support us,

and to make sure we live the very best life that we can. But they must be

beckoned or else they will not come. You have to call out to them,

[[Forecast10]], and ask for their help and believe in them first and

foremost.

    With this unique and wonderful Flower of Life medallion, your energy

will be so powerfully regenerated, you'll finally be in the right position

to receive your personal Angel of Wealth's limitless grace.

Open the Doorway to Your Angel of Wealth on [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]]
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    Of course, when I send you your Flower of Life medallion, I'll instruct

you on how to use it as a doorway to travel beyond the limits of space and

time and be greeted by the spiritual embrace of your Angel of Wealth.

Why [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] is So Important...

    When I put everything together, [[Forecast10]], - this important date of

the [[theMoon]], the meaning of the unique day you were born, the value of

silver and gold (which has never been higher by the way) and the link

between the Flower of Life medallion and the angels, I knew I had to write

you immediately.

To Reward You for Taking This Special Step Toward

a Better and More Enriching Life...

    And because I am so eager for you to have the Flower of Life medallion

made of precious 18 karat gold over pure sterling silver, I will also send

you, THESE FOUR FREE GIFTS:

I want to make sure that you can wear the Flower

of Life medallion as much as possible,

[[Forecast10]], so I'm also going to send you this

beautifully stylish, 24k gold vermeil chain, that

sparkles and catches the light every time you

move.

 

Your very own Angel of Wealth card - a beautiful

picture of an angel on one side and a detailed

ritual explaining just how you can call out to

your angel when you need help THE MOST, on the

other side. This card is just the right size to

carry with you so that you'll have it wherever you

go.
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A velvet presentation box that so befits the

beauty of your heirloom pendant that I am giving

you, and preserves your powerful medallion when

you choose not to wear it.

a lovely guide explaining the story of your Flower

of Life in rich detail, as well as step-by-step

instructions on how to take full advantage of your

medallion's power. The book also contains my

Certificate of Authenticity.

    Don't waste another minute without this wealth-attracting medallion,

[[Forecast10]]! 2008 could be a prosperous year for you if you let it. And

remember that the date of [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] is the very best day to

tap into all the resources that can literally shift your life from one of

wanting and longing to one of satisfaction and rich rewards.

    By [[theDateTimeSet:MM D, yy]] you will receive the riches and sense of

connection that you have up until now only dreamed of having, I'm so certain

of it, I have made sure that you can have the Flower of Life Medallion

absolutely risk FREE. All you need is to pay the low price of shipping and

handling of only $[[Cost]]. If after 30 days you're satisfied and decide

that you want to keep the Flower of Life medallion you will be billed in

[[numberOfPayment]] easy installments of $[[recurPayment]].

Your Flower of Life Medallion Comes with My Unconditional Money-Back

Lifetime Guarantee. I Assume All the Risk. You Assume None.

    [[Forecast10]], if you are not 110% satisfied with the Flower of Life

Medallion, if your wealth does not increase, if things don't start to become

radically different in your life, if you do not see a shift from the

negative to the positive, or for any reason at all just send it back to me

and I will return every last cent. No questions or explanations necessary.

    So please act by [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]], [[Forecast10]]. This may be

your most important step this year.

Faithfully,
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If you no longer wish to receive any emails from me, you may click on the

link below. But by doing this, [[Forecast10]], it means that I will not be

able to send you exclusive opportunities for proposals and sales or

important updates on astrological events and how they'll affect you. To

follow good Internet etiquette, once you've asked to be deleted from one

kind of email from me, I'm required to stop contacting you entirely. So,

[[Forecast10]], if you wish to no longer receive any emails from me, simply

click here or send a letter to me at 167 Cherry St. PMB 292, Milford CT

06460-3400.
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